Adhesion dynamics and cytoskeletal structure of gliding human fibrosarcoma cells: a hypothetical model of cell migration.
During motility of fibroblast type cells on planar surfaces, adhesions are formed at the anterior of the protruding lamella, which remain stationary relative to the substrate and undergo a maturation process as the cell passes over them. Through these adhesions force is exerted, the orientation of which is parallel to the direction of the movement. Here we show that, during gliding-type motility of human tumor cells, characterized by a semicircular shape, adhesions were found at the outer rim of the cells, along the semicircle. Time-lapse microscopy of GFP-vinculin-expressing cells showed that these adhesions were constantly renewed at the cell edge and followed a curved trajectory according to the graded radial extension model. Eventually, the adhesions reached the long axis of the cell where they were retracted into the cell body. Actin cables formed arcs, with the concave face at the anterior of the lamella found to be oriented in the direction of movement. Since adhesions moved backward with respect to the cell, actin cables connected to these adhesions must continuously grow, reaching maximal size at the long axis of the cell. Contraction of the arcs is responsible for the forward movement of the cell body.